A GPU deep learning metaheuristic based model for time series forecasting
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HIGHLIGHTS

• A CPU-GPU mechanism is proposed in order to accelerate time series learning.
• Disaggregated household energy demand forecasting is used as case of study.
• Suggestions to embed the proposed low energy GPU based system into smart sensors.
• Parallel forecasting model accuracy evaluation with a metaheuristic training phase.

ABSTRACT

As the new generation of smart sensors is evolving towards high sampling acquisitions systems, the amount of information to be handled by learning algorithms has been increasing. The Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) architecture provides a greener alternative with low energy consumption for mining big data, bringing the power of thousands of processing cores into a single chip, thus opening a wide range of possible applications. In this paper (a substantial extension of the short version presented at REM2016 on April 19–21, Maldives [1]), we design a novel parallel strategy for time series learning, in which different parts of the time series are evaluated by different threads. The proposed strategy is inserted inside the core a hybrid metaheuristic model, applied for learning patterns from an important mini/microgrid forecasting problem, the household electricity demand forecasting. The future smart cities will surely rely on distributed energy generation, in which citizens should be aware about how to manage and control their own resources. In this sense, energy disaggregation research will be part of several typical and useful microgrid applications. Computational results show that the proposed GPU learning strategy is scalable as the number of training rounds increases, emerging as a promising deep learning tool to be embedded into smart sensors.

1. Introduction

Sometimes called as the hugest machine ever built, the power grid has been undergoing several improvements. Researchers and the industry have been focusing on efficiently integrating Renewable Energy Resources (RER) into the grid. The massive insertion of RER is usually assisted by Artificial Intelligence (AI) based algorithms and models [2], which are being embedded into Smart Meters (SM) [3]. The proposal described in this current study is a potential tool to be embedded into SM, being able to forecast useful information from big data disaggregated load time series. These load time series have the potential of assisting RER integration in mini/microgrid systems, in which users might employ smart devices to self-manage their resources and demands.

SM are “smart” in the sense that the modest use of sensors is being replaced by devices with plenty of computational abilities.
Usually, these computational abilities are developed based on AI techniques or specific strategies envisioned by its creator/programmer. This class of meters are starting to communicate to each other [4] and to introduce important information to be dealt with by decision makers. These software based sensors are crucial for the decision making process over these scenarios filled with uncertainties.

Among AI techniques found in the literature, deep learning based ones are in evidence. Deep learning has been applied to several classification and regression problems. Part of its success is due to automatic feature extraction at different levels of abstraction. Automatic feature extraction promotes the easy re-utilization of models on different domains without a field-specialist human intervention. Moreover, deep learning allows the representation of the nonlinearities, often associated with complex real-world data. Deep learning models have been used to achieve state-of-the-art results in the field of computer vision [5,6] and have also been applied to the problem of time series forecasting [7–10].

Popular deep learning approaches are based on convolutional networks [5], restricted boltzman machines (deep belief networks) [11] and deep autoencoders [12]. However, these methods are often difficult to interpret and reproduce. According to Hu et al. [13] several authors treat deep network architectures as a black box. Another limitation of popular deep learning methods is the high memory consumption [14]. In contrast, the method proposed in this work is of easy interpretation and has low memory consumption, which means a competitive advantage over popular methods of deep learning.

Coelho et al. [15] recently introduced a Hybrid Forecasting Model (HFM), which calibrates its fuzzy rules using metaheuristic based procedures. Without applying any filter or pre-processing energy consumption time series, the HFM model showed to be competitive with other specialized approaches from the literature.

The extension proposed here (a substantial extension of the short version presented at REM2016 on April 19–21, Maldives [11]) explores the learning capabilities of the HFM tool, in which feature extraction is done by Neighborhood Structures (NS). Fig. 1 details a generalized version of how the proposed model works. In this current work, only layer 2 is considered, in which the special operator returns the average values of all active functions, namely “activations”. NS are used for calibrating each parameter of each activation function: lag input for the backshift operator, rule position and application weight. Furthermore, the metaheuristic calibration algorithm is able to regulate the size of the layer, adding or removing functions.

Motivated by the new class of big data time series, which are reality in several areas (such as in the energy industry, biology, neuroscience, image processing, among others), we decide to enhance the HFM model with a new parallel forecasting evaluation strategy. In particular, in this current work, Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) were designed to be used for forecasting different parts of a microgrid load time series. The use of GPU based architectures can provide a greener alternative with low energy consumption for mining information from such huge datasets [16]. Each GPU provides thousands of processing cores with much faster arithmetic operations than a classic Central Processing Unit (CPU). After a kernel is launched, each block is assigned to a single thread of the hardware. This class of meters are starting to communicate to each other [4] and to introduce important information to be dealt with by decision makers. These software based sensors are crucial for the decision making process over these scenarios filled with uncertainties.

In the remaining of this paper we introduce the GPU architecture in detail (Section 2) and the GPU disaggregated forecasting process (Section 3). The computational results and the analyzed parameters are presented in Section 4 and, finally, Section 5 draws some final considerations.

2. GPU architecture

The GPU was originally designed for graphic applications (thus receiving the name of a Graphics Processing Unit) such that any non-graphic algorithm designed for GPU had to be written in terms of graphics APIs such as OpenGL. This allowed the development of scalable applications for computationally expensive problems, such as collision simulations in physics [21]. The GPU programming model evolved towards the modern General Purpose GPU (GPGPU), with more user-friendly and mature tools for application development such as CUDA, a proprietary C++ language extension from NVIDIA, one of the main GPU manufacturers [16].

The GPU architecture is organized as an array of highly threaded streaming multiprocessors, each one containing a number of processing units (cores), besides a multi-level memory structure. The configuration of GPU hardware depends on the compute capability, a parameter related to GPU micro-architecture that defines which hardware features will be available for CUDA development. A CUDA program consists of one or more phases that are executed in CPU or GPU. The GPU code is implemented as C++ functions known as kernels, that are launched by CPU code in a compute grid, usually formed by a large number of threads that execute the same kernel aiming at exploiting data parallelism. The threads in a grid are organized in a two-level hierarchy, where first level is arranged as a three-dimensional array of blocks, each one containing up to 1,024 threads. In second level, each block is also arranged in a three-dimensional way. The dimensions of a grid are designed by the programmer and should observe the limits determined by the compute capability of the hardware.

After a kernel is launched, each block is assigned to a single streaming multiprocessor, which executes the threads of a block in groups called warps. Each warp is processed according to SIMT (Single Instruction, Multiple Data) model, meaning all threads in a warp execute same instruction at any time. Global memory accesses or arithmetic operations performed by some thread also affects warp execution, forcing all threads in the same warp to wait until the operation is completed. To hide the latency related to those operations, GPU schedules another warp to keep SM busy. This is possible because GPU is able to handle more threads per SM than cores available.
The communication between the CPU and the GPU is done through the GPU global memory. However, the data transfer from/to this resource is usually a bottleneck to application performance. Therefore, the amount of data copies between CPU and GPU have to be minimized for efficient implementation, and the other levels of the GPU memory hierarchy must be explored. The memory hierarchy is one of the most distinguished features of the current GPUs. It includes the global memory, a local register memory for each thread and a shared memory for each block of threads. This last type of memory is usually of main importance in order to achieve high performance in GPU programming, by assigning similar tasks to threads in the same GPU block. Due to the low energy consumption of the GPUs and high processing power, the integration between CPUs and GPUs can be explored in order to improve forecasting algorithms.

3. HFM with GPU disaggregated forecasting process

Let us consider a target time series $t = y_1, \ldots, y_t$, comprising a set of $t$ observations. The goal is to estimate/predict a finite sequence $\{\hat{y}_t, \ldots, \hat{y}_{t+k}\}$, with $k$ indicating the $k$-steps-ahead to be predicted, namely the forecasting horizon.

The idea explored in our approach relies on the independence of the training rounds, which are then performed by different GPU threads. Different training rounds can be seen as independent windows, which are known to be an interesting application for designing high-performance hardware with parallel computation [22]. In fact, this application is specially fit to the GPU computing SIMD paradigm [23]. The threads in a GPU warp execute the same instruction simultaneously, but over different parts of the training set. With this disaggregated forecasting process, it is possible to drastically reduce the computing effort by sharing it with thousands of independent processing units in a single GPU.

Fig. 2 depicts an example of a time series divided during the model performance evaluation process, performed by $n$ different threads. Due to the nature of the load time series dealt with in this current work, it only depends on past data (in green) for predicting the next values. In this sense, each thread can handle a forecasting round over a part of the complete time series (an analogy to the bag of tasks problems), generating, as output (in blue), the predicted values for that specific part, stored in the GPU global memory. Formally, in a single step sliding window strategy, each thread runs an independent forecasting process, returning its predicted values for a given $k$-steps-ahead forecasting horizon (a finite sequence of $\{\hat{y}_{t+1}, \ldots, \hat{y}_{t+k}\}$ predicted values, with $t_{\text{thread}} \in \{1, \ldots, t - k\}$). In the sliding window strategy [24], the two boxes together should move along the whole time series. Finally, the CPU concatenates the set of predicted values returned by each thread. Following this strategy, the CPU should only dedicate its efforts in performing the accuracy evaluation of the returned forecasts. For the family of time series tackled here, the disaggregated household energy consumption, the HFM will now have a parallel strategy for evaluating its accuracy, which will check the quality of the neighbor solutions faster.

In particular, the HFM requires a minimum number of $t_{\text{maxlag}}$ samples for feeding its model. This parameter guides the range in which the NS can calibrate the backshift operators. Parameter $t_{\text{maxlag}}$ limits the oldest lag to be used by the forecasting model (represented by the length of the green boxes).

Fig. 1. HFM deep learning model.
4. Computational experiments

The REDD considered in this study provides low-frequency data for household electricity demand forecasting. Statistical analysis of well-known forecasting models over this data set was done by Veit et al. [25]. Following their description, we extracted the data of house 1 from Apr 18th 2011 22:00:00 GMT to May 2nd 2011 21:59:00 GMT.

Four different time series are analyzed here: three different individually monitored circuits; and one of the two-phase main input. Since the time series have several gaps, holes/breaks due to meters or sensors not providing measurements, they were interpolated. Each individual house component passed through linear interpolations in order to have a granularity of 1 s for each analyzed time series. The tests were carried out on a computer Intel i7-4790 K 4.00 GHz, 16 GB RAM, equipped with a NVIDIA GPU GTX TITAN X, 12 GB of global memory, 3072 CUDA cores, compliant with Maxwell microarchitecture.

4.1. Speedup analysis

Different parts of the analyzed time series were analyzed, being composed of a total number of samples hereafter called $n_{\text{Samples}}$:

- 5,000
- 10,000
- 50,000
- 100,000
- 200,000
- 500,000
- 1,000,000

The ability of the proposal in handling different forecasting horizons was also analyzed for the following values of steps-ahead $k$ (s): 1, 2, 5, 10, 60, 360, 720, 1800, 3600 and 7200. Thus, the maximum forecasting horizon analyzed was 2 h, the equivalent of 7200 s.

Following this design, the HFM model was fed with $n_{\text{Samples}} + k$ samples, allowing it to perform at least one training round for each configuration. For each configuration, 1000 function evaluations were performed during the metaheuristic based training phase of the HFM. Fig. 3 depicts a superimposed interaction plots, generated using the ggplot2 R package. Time was measured with precision of millisecond (ms).

In order to compare the pure CPU and the parallel CPU-GPU strategy, we rely on the concept of speedup, where the time spent by the CPU sequential algorithm is divided by the time spend by the parallel (to perform the same task). Analyzing Fig. 3, one can conclude that as the number of samples increases, the GPU outperforms CPU performance with an average speedup of nearly 15 times. On the other hand, we could also conclude that the disaggregated forecasting process was not suitable for small size time series, when the GPU gain does not compensate the initial overhead and the lack of work for the GPU threads.

We also study the speedups in a different way, by relating the speedup growth with the Number of Training Rounds, namely $N_{\text{TR}}$, related to each configuration. Basically, the $N_{\text{TR}}$, also known as Number of Training Cycles, following a $k$ step-ahead sliding window strategy, is equal to the number of samples divided by the forecasting horizon, as described in Eq. (1). The $N_{\text{TR}}$ is equal to the number of tasks launched by the GPU.

$$ts_{N_{\text{TR}}} = \frac{ts_{n_{\text{Samples}}} + ts_{max}}{ts_{k}}$$

Thus, we calculated the $N_{\text{TR}}$ for each configuration, rounded it and cut into the following intervals: 0; 200; 500; 1,000; 10,000; 50,000; 100,000; 500,000 and 1,000,000. As can be noticed, the last two higher intervals were only executed for forecasting horizons with steps-ahead equal to 1, 2, 5, 10 or 60.

Fig. 4 shows the speedup in relation to the $N_{\text{TR}}$, considering different forecasting horizons. By considering the gains on different training rounds it is possible to verify an increasing speedup. Even for long term forecasting, the amount of global memory accessed in GPU did not considerably reduce the speedup. In fact, the GPU seems to be able to produce greater speedups from 10 to 60 steps ahead. When the method performs longer term predictions the high amount of work done by each GPU thread implied in lower speedups.

![Fig. 2. HFM with a sliding window parallel GPU forecasting process.](image)

![Fig. 3. Parallel forecasting model speedup according to the number of samples.](image)
In addition, we verify the performance of the proposed parallel evaluation strategy in a multi-CPU architecture. Experiments were run using an Intel Core i7-7500U, 2.70 GHz, with the OpenMP version 5.4. The batch of experiments was designed in order to verify the speedup with 1 thread to 7 CPU threads. Analogously to the previous experiments, we analyzed the same set of values for k and nSamples. The best model performance was verified when 4 threads were running in parallel. In this case, the average speedup was around 180%, quite low compared to the speedup of the proposed GPU strategy. However, we believe that investing in this kind of multi-CPU architecture is also promising, in particular, due to its more uniform speedup, as can be verified in both plots depicted in Fig. 5.

4.2. REDD dataset results with high granularities

In this section, we report some initial results with 1 s training phases of the proposed parallel HFM model, following a similar batch of experiments reported by Veit et al. [25]. As done by them, we verified the performance of our model regarding 18 different configurations, with granularities of 15, 30 and 60 min, covering seven different forecasting horizons of 1440, 720, 360, 180, 60, 30 and 15 min.

The sliding window strategy was used for iteratively training and testing the model. Thus, the data set was split into windows with defined lengths (3 days + 3 days as possible inputs to be used by the model, parameter tsmaxLag). Instead of setting the sliding
length to 24 h, we explore the whole time series, moving the sliding windows with a single unit (15, 30 or 60 min).

Fig. 6 shows heatmaps of the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE). These initial results suggest the competitiveness of our proposal with the results reported in the literature. In particular, we highlight our solid performance in forecasting horizons higher than 60, mainly due to the metaheuristic self-calibration strategy used by our proposed framework. Since the proposed parallel forecasting evaluation strategy does not interfere with the quality of the prediction model, the convergence of the proposed parallel HFM model follows the previously validated pure HFM model.

Embedding the proposed framework inside SM and daily devices [26], using personal supercomputers with accelerators such as FPGA [27], GPUs, ARM, Intel MIC architecture, would allow more precise real-time decision making. Furthermore, for energy applications, such as embedding the proposed tool into SM, GPUs have been advocated as the green alternative, with low cost per computation. More specifically, future studies should design novel strategies for limiting, or self-calibrating, the maximum oldest lag to be used by the HFM model. When the model requests inputs of recent lags, values that had just been predicted should be feedback into the model, what generates a highly dependent computation (over previous values) that may not be easily explored by parallel paradigms. Exploring the advantages and disadvantages of those inputs on a parallel n-step-ahead time series forecasting sounds a worth topic to be studied.

Finally, we suggest the application of the proposed framework for tackling other important big data time series of the energy sector, such as solar radiation, rainfall and wind speed forecasting, or even other types of time series, such as for Electroencephalography and Magnetoencephalography learning and classification.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a multithread based strategy was designed for checking the performance of a metaheuristic based n-steps-ahead time series forecasting model. The main core of our strategy was to split the time series into independent training parts. As case of study, data from an important microgrid energy forecasting problem was used.

The proposed GPU deep learning strategy appears to be scalable as the number of time series training rounds increases, achieving up to 45 times speedup over a single threaded CPU implementation and, on average, around 15 times. Being extensible for n-steps-ahead forecasting, we verified that increasing the forecasting horizon, at a certain level, may decrease the total speedup performance, since more work is effectively assigned to each of the thousands of processing cores in a GPU.

Exploring the fact that machine learning techniques can be used to break down household energy consumption data into individual appliances, we explored our proposal performing forecasting in a public energy disaggregation dataset. In this sense, we used this kind of time series forecasting problem as example expecting that using efficient AI algorithms, in conjunction with smart meters, is a cost-effective and scalable solution for the rise of smart homes. The obtained results suggested that the proposal could be applied in the new generation of mini/microgrid software based sensors, since it showed a reasonable performance for predicting energy consumption of different household components.
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